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Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them.

Exercise 1. (5 points)
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the one in bold.
An example:
Charles has a good knowledge KNOW of English.
1. At a recent ______________ CHINA auto show, several great cars were presented.
2. Taking an exam is said to be a ______________ STRESS experience.
3. Ann has been a ______________ PROFESSION dancer for eight years.
4. It is extremely ______________ POLITE to use bad language at school.
5. My friend talks a lot. She is the most ______________TALK person I know.
6. He won a prize but he didn’t take any ______________ PROUD in it.
7. Nobody liked him because he was ______________ FRIEND.
8. Last year I decided to take up ______________ PHOTOGRAPH.
9. Tony has never wanted to be a ______________ POLITICS.
10. I admire my chemistry ______________ TEACH. He knows so much.
Exercise 2 (6 points)
Put the words in brackets into the appropriate forms.
1. She _______________________ (cross) the street when I _______________________
(see) her an hour ago.
2. She _______________________ (not swim usually) in the sea on holiday.
3. After I _______________________ (give) my dog some meat he ____________________
(swallow) it.
4. _______________________ (John finish) his work tomorrow?
5. They _______________________ (not be) abroad for about 10 years.
6. Our teacher _______________________ (not correct) our last test at the moment

Exercise 3. (4 points)
Read the text and decide if the sentences below it are true ( T ) or false ( F).
Write T or F at the end of the sentences from 1 to 8.

Drivers Think They Drive Well
Canadian scientists have found that most drivers think they are better than others behind the
wheel. The team from Ottawa University asked nearly 400 motorists of all ages. They all had
to answer questions about what they thought of their own driving skills. The question topics
included how they react in different driving conditions, including terrible weather and traffic
jams. They then had to rate the skills of others on the road. The results were very similar
across all age groups – almost all of those questioned believed their driving ability was better
than that of other drivers. Older drivers were more confident in their ability than younger
ones. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, males had the most confidence in their ability to drive a car.
Sylvain Gagnon believes the attitudes found in his survey could be dangerous. Mr Gagnon
said that although confidence can be a good thing, it often has dangerous consequences. He
said: “If you think that you are a better driver, then perhaps you start behaving differently
behind the wheel and do not pay as much attention as you should. This might explain why
young men tend to have more accidents on the roads than other drivers.” It is time for
government road safety departments to start taking such opinions more seriously. Traffic
accidents are a huge killer throughout the world. Very few drivers really think about how
deadly their car can be in an accident. More regulation is needed as people buy more and
more cars.
source: breakingnewsenglish.com
An example:
Australian researchers found that driving a car is easy. _F_
1. Drivers think they are better than people who do not drive. _____
2. People had to answer questions and take a driving test. _____
3. Some of the drivers had a race with each other. _____
4. Men were those who had most confidence in their ability to drive. _____
5. A researcher thought his research could be dangerous. _____
6. The researcher said confidence behind the wheel can be a bad thing. _____
7. People who have the most accidents are not young females. _____
8. The article suggested governments need more rules. _____

Exercise 4 (5 points)
Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, B, C or D.
An example:
Just a minute! You have forgotten to __A_ your test.
A sign

B signature

C signing

D note

C on

D with

1. Tom is good _______ maths.
A in

B at

2. My favourite _______ at school was geography.
A topic

B class

C subject

D item

3. John bought this tool at _______ – it – yourself shop.
A repair

B fix

C do

D make

4. If you decide to buy a cat you should _______out as much as possible about the pet.
A make

B look

C find

D take

5. All schools in Poland no longer have _______ punishment.
A physical

B capital

C body

D corporal

6. Although Ann eats quite a lot, she is still very ______ .
A round

B fat

C well - built

D skinny

7. Don’t forget to take your umbrella – it looks as though it’s going to be _______ today.
A wet

B windy

C sunny

D foggy

8. Mike keeps his bike securely chained so that no one will _______ it.
A steal

B burgle

C kidnap

D rob

9. I thought that the performance was _______ but other people didn’t like it.
A fascinating

B confusing

C shocked

D thrilled

10. Tom was seriously ill and was taken to _______ hospital.
A the

Ba

C-

D an

